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A Comprehensive Approah to Resolving the Nature of the Dark Energy
Greg Huey
Department of Physis, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
A data-driven approah to eluidating the nature of the dark energy, in the form of a joint analysis
of a full set of osmologial parameters, utilizing all available observational data is proposed. A
parameterization of a generalized dark energy is developed with the extension of uid perturbation
theory to models whih ross through an equation of state of −1. This parameterization is seleted
to be general enough to admit a wide variety of behavior, while still being physial and eonomial.
A Fisher matrix analysis with future high-preision CMB, luster survey, and SNIa data suggests
the parameters will probably be resolvable in the foreseeable future. How aurately the parameters
an be determined depends sensitively on the nature of the dark energy - partiularly how signiant
of a fration of the total energy density it has been in the past. Parameter spae will be sampled
at a large number of points, with osmologial information suh as CMB, power spetra, et of
eah point being arhived. Thus the likelihood funtions of an arbitrary set of experiments an
be applied to parameter spae with insigniant new omputational ost, making a wide variety
of analyses possible. The resulting tool for Analysis and Resolution of Dark-setor Attributes,
ARDA, will be highly versatile and adaptable. ARDA will allow the sienti ommunity to extrat
parameters with an arbitrary set of experiments and theoretial priors, test for tension between
lasses of observations and investigate the eetiveness of hypothetial experiments, while evolving
in a data-driven manner. A proof-of-onept prototype web-tool, The Cosmi Conordane Projet,
is already available.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the dark energy is one of greatest enigmas of modern osmology. At stake is the fate of the Universe
as well as a key insight into fundamental physis. A wide variety of theories explaining the dark energy have been
proposed - but all of them phenomenologial as opposed to fundamental. In the absene an explanation driven by
fundamental theory, our understanding must be driven by the observational data. The oming years will provide a
tremendous amount of this data, but beause the dark energy interats weakly with the visible setor and lumps
minimally at best, eluidating its nature will be hard work. No single set of observations an do the job alone.
Suessfully determining if the dark energy is dynamial, and if so, what those dynamis are will require the inlusion
of every relevant observation into the analysis to break parameter degeneraies, ontrol systematis and establish a
onordane. A unied data analysis framework is ruial. Observables that depend on the dark energy also depend
on visible-setor osmologial parameters - thus the need for a global analysis, utilizing all data to jointly estimate
all resolvable parameters. The Analysis and Resolution of Dark-setor Attributes (ARDA) projet is suh a unied
framework - whih will be used to estimate osmologial parameters jointly from all relevant present and future
experimental datasets. The osmologial parameter spae has been seleted to allow testing for a wide variety of
lasses of dark energy behavior.
The total dimensionality of the osmologial parameter spae will be large by urrent standards (N ∼ 20), but
the parameterization will be physially motivated, general but eonomial, and involve minimal assumptions (suh
as stress-energy onservation) so that a wide range of dark energy models are admitted. Those dark energy models
whose bakground and perturbation behavior are not ontained in the parameter spae still should be detetable
by looking for model signatures: apparent disagreements between lasses of observations that drive the addition of
the missing parameters (for example see [1℄). Using an arhive of pre-omputed information, one will be able to
determine the ondene regions from an arbitrary set of experiments - without signiant new omputational ost.
Furthermore, one an ontinue adding resolution to the likelihood funtion by sampling more points indenitely, and
the parameterization an be adapted as the inoming observational data ditates - allowing for addition and removal
of parameters without disarding work already done. Thus the parameter spae map resulting from this projet will
grow and evolve with the data, never beoming redundant.
A Fisher matrix analysis suggests that these parameters may perhaps be resolvable by foreseeable future experi-
ments. Several duial models were seleted, and a joint ovariane matrix was alulated for this parameter spae
using CMB, supernovae luminosity distane and luster survey data that ould oneivably be available in about 10
years. Of ourse it is well known that a Fisher matrix analysis an drastially underestimate the error (ondene
region), partiularly in the presene of parameter degeneray and non-Gaussianity. However, the result that the pa-
rameters in this ase appear to be able to be resolved well is probably reliable on a qualitative level. The parameters
are physially distint, as are the types of experimental data. The low level of orrelation in the error may suggest
there is not muh degeneray between the parameters when data of this quality is used. The most important fator in
2how muh we will ultimately be able to learn about the nature of the dark energy is how dynamial it is. As will be
shown by the Fisher matrix analysis in setion 3, other than late-time parameters ΩQ0 and w0, the parameter error
will be muh greater for something like a osmologial onstant than a traking quintessene model in whih the dark
energy has always been a signiant fration of the total energy density.
With suh a large dimensionality of osmologial parameter spae it is important to maximize the eieny of the
sampling algorithm that will explore this spae and determine its likelihood funtion. A traditional Markov hain
approah ould be used, but reent results [2, 3℄ suggest that an importane sampling with kernel density estimation
algorithm may be superior. Two advantages of importane sampling over Markov hains is that independene of
points in the former allow for arbitrarily massive parallelism, and no step deorrelation length.
Setion 2 desribes the motivation for pursuing a general and omprehensive approah to eluidating the nature of
the dark energy and its physial basis. Setion 3 desribes the parameter spae and physial models to be enompassed
by the ARDA projet. Setion 4 disusses the omputational algorithms to be employed and the advantages they
provide. Setion 5 desribes how experimental data will be modularized. Setion 6 summarizes the impliations of
ARDA for study of the dark energy and osmologial parameter extration.
II. THE DARK ENERGY AND UNDERLYING PHYSICS
A osmologial onstant ts the urrent data well, but so do many dierent models of dynamial dark energy. Even
if it were determined that the dark energy today is behaving as a osmologial onstant, it is reasonable to expet
this would merely be an eetive model - in the same way that Fermi theory, with dimension-full onstant GF , was
only an eetive theory of the weak interations. We must dig deeper to gain an understanding of the underlying
physis. Beause any observation that depends on dark energy parameters neessarily also depends on imperfetly
determined parameters of the visible setor, all osmologial parameters must be estimated simultaneously. We will
need to ombine every available piee of osmologial data in a universal joint analysis. Cruially important data will
be provided by present (WMAP [4℄, SDSS [5℄, SCP [6℄, et) and future experiments (Plank [7℄, LSST [8℄, SPT [9℄,
DES [10℄, DUO [11℄, SNAP [12℄, JDEM, Beyond Einstein Observatories/Probes, et). ARDA is an ambitious projet
to reate a framework for joint analysis of all osmologial data whih will simultaneously yield values for the standard
osmologial parameters as well as reveal the nature of the dark energy. The approah used will automatially make
best use of information ontained in the orrelation of dierent types of observables (for example, CMB late ISW
eet and large sale struture evolution).
Through joint analysis of all osmologial data, the ARDA projet will lay the framework to extrat the standard
osmologial parameters and answer key questions onerning the dark energy:
1. What is the value of the dark energy equation of state now?
2. What is the evolutionary history of the dark energy equation of state? Did the dark energy ever trak the other
energy omponents? If so, did it trak like a salar eld?
3. Is the bakground evolution fully haraterized by the equation of state? or does some mehanism transfer
energy to or from the dark energy, altering its deay rate?
4. Are there measurable dark energy perturbations? If so, how have they evolved?
5. How do these dark energy perturbations vary with sale? How are they orrelated with matter perturbations?
with metri perturbations?
6. What is the sound speed and anisotropi stress of the dark energy?
This paper desribes a parameter spae seleted to be eonomial enough that parameter values may be extrated
in the foreseeable future, general enough that a wide variety of lasses of dark energy models and types of behavior
are enompassed, and physial enough that when we do extrat the dark energy parameter values they will teah us
about the (possibly rih) struture of the dark setor. Though the experimental data that will onlusively answer the
above questions may be 10 or 20 years away, the ARDA projet an begin to explore parameter spae immediately,
and ontinue to adapt and improve indenitely as the volume of data grows. The ARDA exploration algorithms
and parameterization will be adapted as the data demands. Answers to the above questions will not ome easily or
quikly, but a systemati joint global approah suh as what is outlined here makes maximal use of the data while
making minimal theoretial assumptions.
3III. THE THEORY COMPONENT: PARAMETER AND THEORY SPACE
The ARDA projet will allow data from urrent and future osmologial experiments to be used in a joint fashion to
omplement one another, onstraining a onordane model of the dark energy in osmologial parameter spae. The
wide range of dierent dark energy theories will require a parameter spae with a large number of dimensions. The
parameterization should be general, physial, allow one to smoothly vary between dierent models of the dark energy,
and be extensible (that is, in the ourse of the analysis the removal or addition of parameters an be done as warranted
by the data). ARDA is adaptable and open-ending - it an be improved indenitely. As future observational data
beomes available it will inorporated, ontinually rening the onordane parameter region. As the onordane
model begins to be resolved there will be a natural suggestion of additional parameters to be added to the analysis
for further renement - this is expeted and will not render the previous work obsolete.
This projet will produe a map from the spae of osmologial parameters to the spae of osmologial results.
The term results means quantities that are observable or determine observables - for example the bakground
expansion rate as a funtion of redshift, linear perturbation amplitudes of all omponents as a funtion of sale and
redshift, the ross orrelation between those perturbations, the osmi mirowave bakground anisotropy (CMB), and
the likelihood with respet to selet experimental data. Suh results an be used to predit experiment observations
(exp: supernovae luminosity distanes, matter power spetrum, et) as a funtion of point in parameter spae. Thus
with little new omputational ost one an transform an arbitrary set of observations into a likelihood funtion over
parameter spae. One an nd bounds imposed by all of the data, or by sublasses of the data (high or low z,
large or small sale, et). There are well-dened statistial tests that an detet if sublasses of the data produe
inonsistent parameter bounds. For example, if one assumed the dark energy equation of state w was onstant, but
then found high-z data favored a value inonsistent with that favored by low-z data, one would be fored to hange
that assumption and introdue a parameter to desribe the evolution of w.
A. The Parameter Spae
The ARDA parameter spae has been hosen aording to the following onsiderations:
1. The parameters desribing the dark energy must be general enough to enompass the widest range of models
that is pratial. The parameter spae may inlude a model as a subspae, or instead it may permit tests for
signatures of a model. Minimal assumptions are made with respet to the dark energy - suh as stress-energy
onservation.
2. One should be able to ontinuously vary the osmology between dark energy models. An allowed region will
ultimately bound the orret model as a onordane between multiple experimental data sets.
3. The parameters should be physially motivated. Physial motivation is important to avoid unphysial parameter
ombinations, and additionally when a parameter is measured one will learn something about the underlying
physis.
4. The parameters spae should be eonomial. A balane must be kept between having a parameter spae general
enough to ontain or allow tests for signatures of the maximum variety of dark energy models, while keeping
it small enough enough so that one an obtain meaningful parameter bounds from observable data in the
foreseeable future. The solution is a data-driven approah: allow enough parameters to resolve general lasses
of eets as the data beomes good enough, but not to allow for time or sale variation of quantities when we
an not yet determine their average values. However, as improved data suggests additional parameters, they
are added - a new dimension opens in parameter spae.
Note that in the assumption of onservation of the dark energy stress-energy tensor, interations with other omponents
of the Universe is not allowed for. However, one an ompare a dark energy (matter) deay rate determined from
data on bakground evolution with dark energy (matter) pressure determined from data on perturbation growth. An
inonsisteny would be a signature for stress-energy non-onservation of a omponent - energy transfer through an
interation. Although dark energy perturbation data will be weak at best, evidene for dark energy-matter interations
may be extrated from dark matter perturbations. One may also treat interating dark energy-matter as a single
uid, whih would then have signiant perturbations.
The osmologial parameters to be used in ARDA are as follows:
General osmologial parameters: Hubble onstant (h), baryon density (ΩBh
2
), old dark matter density (ΩCh
2
),
neutrino energy density (Ωυh
2
), reionization optial depth (τ), Helium-4 density (Yp), number of massless neutrinos
4(Nυ), number of massive neutrinos (NMυ), spatial urvature (ΩK), primordial salar perturbation amplitude (A),
salar perturbation spetral index (ns), tensor spetral index (nt), tensor to salar perturbation ratio (r), salar index
running with sale (d lnns/d lnk), tensor index running with sale (d lnnt/d lnk),
Dark Energy parameters:
1. Fration of ritial density in dark energy today: ΩD ≡
ρD
ρtot
≡ 1−ΩK −ΩC −ΩB −Ων (dependent parameter)
2. Equation of state today: w0 (w0 may be >, = or < -1)
3. Number of expansion e-folds sine traking behavior eased, and w started to hange to present value: Na =
ln (za + 1). Note that w may pass through −1.
4. Rate of transition of w from the traking value to w0: s ≡
dw
dN
= const
5. Log of the ratio of the dark energy fration during radiation domination to the fration during matter domination:
µR
6. Dark energy rest-frame sound speed: c2s
7. Dark energy anisotropi stress: Σ
The parameter spae will be modied in a data-driven fashion. For example, we allow the dark energy perturbation
rest-frame sound speed (c2s) to vary away from unity (allowing non-salar eld dark energy) but do not allow it to
vary with time or sale. If in the future the data is good enough to resolve c2s, one may observe a disagreement in the
favored value between early and late-time data (there are well-established statistial tests for suh a purpose). One
then has reason to add new parameters that desribe the variation of c2s with time, and the data will good enough to
start to resolve those parameters. Furthermore, traking behavior for the dark energy is allowed, but not required. It
may be eliminated by making Na large enough so that dark energy fration before Na is negligible. Traking does not
assume the dark energy is a salar eld, as c2s and µR are allowed to vary away from salar eld values (1, ln (4/3)),
and w0 may be < −1.
The following are examples of degrees of freedom not present in the parameter spae, but may be added when and
if alled for by the observational data:
1. Variation of c2s, Σ with sale or time.
2. Non-adiabati initial onditions
3. Arbitrary splined time dependene of w
4. Measurable non-traking behavior of the dark energy density before Na. A standard osmologial onstant may
be speied, for example, by taking Na large.
B. Testing for Dark Energy Models
The following list is a sample of dark energy models that an be tested for within the framework of this parameter
spae. If their bakground and perturbation behavior are ontained within the parameter spae then the test is diret.
Otherwise one may test for signatures of those types of behavior not expliitly ontained.
1. osmologial onstant (onstant w = −1)
2. simplied quintessene (onstant w > −1)
3. simplied quintessene (like above, but with a onstant parameter desribing the time variation of w, w0 > −1)
4. general traking quintessene [13, 14℄: dark energy to bakground energy density ratio ρDE/ρBG ∼ constant
until Na, then w hanges to present value w0. general means that a salar eld is not assumed.
5. general reeping quintessene [15℄: A dynamial degree of freedom is mimiking a osmologial onstant in terms
of bakground behavior now and in the reent past. Beause it is dynamial it may have perturbations.
56. Hybrid quintessene potentials: With varying degrees of naturalness, a more ompliated salar eld potential
yields traking at high energy and quintessene domination at late times when the eld enounters a feature in
the potential (for example Albreht & Skordis onstruted a model using only Plank-sale parameters where a
potential is exponential at high energy, but has a low energy minimum [16℄). These models trak at early times
and have w0 ≃ −1, µR = 4/3, c
2
s = 1, Σ = 0.
7. Phantom dark energy (w0 < −1) [17℄: The underlying physis of the dark energy auses it to possess or develop
a urrent equation of state w0 < −1. This violates the dominant energy ondition, but perturbation evolution
in suh models is not neessarily pathologial.
8. Cardassian model modiations to General Relativity [18℄: The bakground is modeled by a possibly time-
varying w, large Na (it is a non-traker). Perturbation evolution is modeled by a non-unity c
2
s and zero Σ [19℄.
9. Vauum-driven Metamorphosis [20℄: Non-perturbative physis of the vauum ause a transition to a osmology
that will eventually resemble a osmologial onstant with ontinuous prodution of radiation. The bakground
would evolve as dark energy with a w that has only reently (redshift∼ 1) beome −1.
10. Quantum eets of a massless, minimally oupled salar eld with quarti self-interation an ause the eld
to develop an average equation of state w0 < −1 [21℄. However, urrent estimates of the magnitude of |w0 + 1|
suggest the bakground evolution of suh a model may be indistinguishable from a osmologial onstant. It is
not yet lear how perturbations would behave - this may provide a ritial means of distinguishability.
11. Interating quintessene - dark matter models [22, 23℄: The quintessene eld interats with one omponent of
the dark matter, ausing it to deay at a slower rate. The interation also suppresses the kineti energy of the
quintessene eld, ausing it to drive osmi aeleration. Beause a omponent of the dark matter lumps like
matter but deays like quintessene, one signature of suh a model is non-onordane of CMB, supernovae and
large sale struture data in terms of the parameters (Ωm, w) (that is, if one makes the mistaken assumption
that everything that lumps like matter deays like matter, then one nds there an be no agreement between
the above three lasses of observations).
C. Evolving the Dark Energy
An general way to model the dark energy uid is as a general, non-interating uid that is ovariantly onserved
within the framework of general relativity. The bakground density evolves aording to
d ln ρD
dN
= −3 (w + 1) (1)
while the perturbations evolve as
δ˙ = −3 a˙
a
(
c˜2s − w
)
δ − ζ − (1 + w) Φ˙
ζ˙ = −3 a˙
a
(
1
3
− w
)
ζ + k2c˜2sδ − k
2 (w + 1)σ + k2 (w + 1)Ψ
(2)
where δ = δρD/ρD is the energy density perturbation, ζ ≡ θD (w + 1) = ik ·vD (w + 1) is the momentum perturbation,
in (synhronous, onformal) gauges the metri perturbations Φ = (h/2,−3φ) ,Ψ = (0, ψ), and the dot denotes a
derivative with respet to onformal time. These perturbation equations are based on those appearing in [28℄, but
modied to allow w to vary from w > −1 to w ≤ −1 smoothly. The symbols δ, θ, σ, h, φ, ψ have the same denitions
as in [28℄. For numerial onveniene the perturbations are usually evolved in the dark matter rest frame. The dark
energy sound speed c˜2s in terms of its value in the dark energy rest frame c
2
s is approximately [29℄:
c˜2sδ = c
2
sδ +
[
3
a˙
a
ζ
k
(
c2s − w
)
+
dw
dN
I (w)
]
(3)
This is nothing more than a frame transformation. It is the quantity c2s that we take to be a onstant parameter,
independent of time and sale. Normally one would take I (w) ≡ (w + 1)
−1
. However, as a hanging w passes through
−1 the veloity perturbation θ assoiated with a nite ζ diverges, and the sound speed transform equation beomes
invalid. Physially, there is nothing pathologial - δ and ζ remain nite. Thus we impose an ad-ho uto ε in I (w):
I (w) ≡
{
|w + 1| > ε : 1
w+1
|w + 1| < ε : w+1
ε2
}
(4)
6Testing with several sample models show no observable eet as ε is varied around 0.01. However, a more sophistiated
presription for determining an appropriate value of ε may be developed as needed. The reason the sound speed
transformation goes singular as w passes through −1 is that the dark energy density has reahed a minimum value
and will start inreasing with expansion. One does not have freedom one otherwise would to derease the energy
density perturbation at given oordinate value on a onstant-time hypersurfae by deforming that hypersurfae point
to a later time. Thus eq 3 is valid outside of a small interval around w = −1. Eq 4 is a way of replaing the behavior
of the transform inside this interval with an interpolation that mathes the transform outside of the interval.
As with the sound speed c˜2s, without expliit Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the dark energy there is some
freedom in speifying the anisotropi stress σ. One possible hoie is to assign a sale and time dependene to σ
that is onsistent with visous damping of veloity perturbations in shear-free frames. The dependene is further
speied by imposing a speial boundary ondition on the highest mode in the angular moment hierarhy [30℄. This
boundary ondition - inspired by photons and neutrinos - allows the angular moment hierarhy to be trunated at the
quadrupole in numerial simulations. We adopt a slightly modied form of this relation, whih allows the perturbation
evolution to be ontinued into the regime where w < −1:
ξ˙ + 3
a˙
a
ξ −
w˙
w
ξ =
8
3
Σ
(
ζ − (w + 1) Υ˙
)
(5)
where ξ ≡ σ (w + 1), Σ is the onstant parameter that was above alled anisotropi stress and in the (synhronous,
onformal) gauges the metri perturbation Υ = (−h/2− 3η, 0). In the limit w = 0 the above relation is idential to
equation 12 of [30℄. This would apply if the dark energy is traking during matter-domination. When w = const 6= 0
the above is equivalent to a resaling of c2vis of [30℄, hanging the sign for w < −1. Dierent hoies for the anisotropi
stress ertainly are possible, but any alternate presription should preserve the physial eet of damping of veloity
perturbations for Σ > 0.
A point worth noting is that these equations show a uid with w = −1 an have density and momentum perturba-
tions - they simply are not soured by metri perturbations. The perturbations may be primordial, or may be soured
in an earlier epoh before w → −1. In the ase of salar eld quintessene w may go to −1 at late times, for example,
if the potential beomes at or the eld is aught in a minimum. These deoupled perturbations then deay away, but
ould perhaps be measurable today. In suh a way we might hope to distinguish between a fundamental and eetive
osmologial onstant.
D. Fisher Matrix Analysis with Future High-Preision Experiments
A Fisher matrix analysis suggests that the ARDA osmologial parameters may be resolvable by foreseeable future
experiments. Five at duial models onsistent with urrent CMB (WMAP [4℄ + other high-ℓ data), Sloan [5℄ and
Supernovae [6℄ data were seleted:
1. Cosmologial onstant: w0 = −1.00, ΩD = 0.70
2. Traking quintessene: radiation domination: w ≃ 1
3
, ρD ∼ 0.12ρtot, matter domination: w ≃ 0, ρD ∼ 0.09ρtot,
transition to dark energy domination now: w0 = −0.95, ΩD = 0.73
3. Phantom dark energy: w0 = −1.05, ΩD = 0.74
4. Traking quintessene: radiation domination: w ≃ 1
3
, ρD ∼ 0.15ρtot, matter domination: w ≃ 0, ρD ∼ 0.12ρtot,
transition to dark energy domination now as an eetive osmologial onstant: w0 = −1.00, ΩD = 0.73
5. Traking Phantom dark energy: radiation domination: w ≃ 1
3
, ρD ∼ 0.15ρtot, matter domination: w ≃ 0,
ρD ∼ 0.12ρtot, transition to Phantom dark energy domination now w = −1.05, ΩD = 0.73 at late times
All of the traking models have c2s = 0.75, Σ = 0 and µR = ln (4/3). None of these duial models have any
interations (other than gravitational) within the dark setor or between the dark and visible setors. Models 1 and 3
traked at very early times, but then eased traking at z > 50 and then begin to behave as a osmologial onstant
or Phantom energy respetively. While traking, the frational energy density of the dark energy (∼ 10−5) is so small
as to make the models eetively a osmologial onstant or Phantom energy with respet to observations.
A joint ovariane matrix was alulated for this parameter spae via Fisher matrix analysis using data that ould
oneivably beome available within about 10 years:
1. CMB: ℓmax(TT,EE,BB,ET ) = 2000, 2000, 1000, 2000, osmi variane of
2
3
sky with a minimum noise ontri-
bution to the Cℓ of 10
−3µK2
72. supernovae luminosity distane: 8000, 3% dLH0 error, zmax = 1.7
3. Cluster survey: volume-limited, analyzed as 14 independent redshift bands out to zmax = 2.9 as disussed in [31℄
As an be seen in gure 1, other than late-time parameters ΩQ0 and w0, the error is muh greater for something like
a osmologial onstant than a traking quintessene model in whih the dark energy has always been a signiant
fration. For the dark energy to be a signiant fration in the early Universe a dynamial model suh as traking
quintessene seems likely. For this reason, the more similar the dark energy is to a non-dynamial osmologial
onstant, the less we will learn about the underlying physis. Our ultimate suess in understanding the physial
nature of the dark energy will most diretly depend on how fortunate we are.
Of ourse the usual Fisher matrix aveats apply - the true ondene region an be signiantly underestimated,
partiularly in the presene of parameter degeneray and non-Gaussianity. However, it should be noted that this
analysis treated the experiments as independent and hene disarded information from the orrelation between the
experiments - ARDA will automatially inorporate this information. Still, the proper way to determine the ondene
region would be to perform an analysis suh as what ARDA will ultimately do - were suh a result available now
something like ARDA would already have been ompleted. However, the three types of experimental data are the
produt of very dierent physial proesses and the data is very preise, leading one to expet they are unlikely to share
degeneraies. Additionally, the parameters are very distint physially. Within the traking models, for whih the
parameters are best resolved, the Fisher matrix analysis indiates a low level of orrelation between parameters, whih
may suggest there is not muh degeneray. Though one should not trust the Fisher matrix results quantitatively, it
is probably qualitatively reliable that the parameters will ultimately be aurately resolved - partiularly for traking
models.
IV. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPONENT: ALGORITHMS AND CPU SOURCES
The likelihood funtion in the 21 dimensional parameter spae will be onstruted by sampling the spae over a
large number of points. A Markov hain sampling algorithm ould be used for this purpose. Reent results - desribed
in detail in [3℄ - suggest that importane sampling may be a superior algorithm for osmologial parameter estimation.
Importane Sampling draws a large number of points from an (estimated) proposal distribution, and alulates the
atual (unnormalized) likelihood at eah point. The proposal distribution for the next iteration is onstruted by
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) as a sum of Gaussian distributions (kernels) - eah point of the previous iteration
is replaed by a Gaussian kernel of weight determined by the ratio of the previous proposed and atual likelihoods.
A onvergene test is the orrelation between the proposed and atual likelihoods. Thus ultimately the underlying
distribution in parameter spae is approximated by a large number of overlapping Gaussian distributions. The nal
proposal likelihood funtion agrees with the underlying likelihood, and the fat that it is a smooth and ontinuous
funtion is very useful for further analysis. Even if a Markov hain algorithm is used for sampling, Kernel Density
Estimation will still be used for analysis purposes.
In the ase of ARDA, the underlying distribution - hereafter referred to as the ARDA base distribution - will be
that of reent CMB experiments (WMAP and others). The urrent plan is that no non-CMB data will used for the
base distribution. For eah point the following will be arhived: the parameter values, proposed & atual likelihoods,
the CMB spetra, and density power spetra & transfer funtions of all omponents over a wide range of redshift and
sale. Thus for eah parameter spae point, a hypothetial observation for a given experiment an be omputed later
with minimal ost. The set of parameter spae points will onverge to the likelihood funtion of the urrent CMB data.
This likelihood an be multiplied by the likelihood funtion of any arbitrary set of other osmologial experiments.
Coneptually, this an be done by re-weighting the parameter spae points or kernels - eah point is assigned a weight
equal to the produt of its likelihood in eah of the set of experiments. In this way any set of experiments an be
added as if they were a prior, but after the fat. It is important to be able to nd the ondene regions in parameter
spae for many dierent ombinations of observational datasets. One reason is to test for disagreement between large
vs. small sale observational data, and high vs. low z - an indiation that a presumed onstant parameter in fat
varies. Thus it is desirable to ompute the ARDA base likelihood distribution with the minimal amount of data that
will still result in an aurate resolution of the struture of the likelihood funtion. Removal of a dataset from the base
distribution (by neessity through deonvolution - that is, positive re-weighting) should be avoided beause the tails
of the distribution may not be as well overed (sampled). Thus, experiments used in the base distribution should be
those that one would rarely - preferably never - want to remove. However, the base distribution should be suiently
onstrained so that it is well sampled - partiularly the degeneraies need to be resolved well. For ARDA the hoie
of CMB-only data as the data determining the base distribution is thought to be fairly optimal, but as the projet
develops this presumption will be tested and hanged if neessary.
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Figure 1: Shown are the Fisher Matrix 1σ error ellipses (with means subtrated) of the independent dark energy parameters.
The hypothetial observational data is CMB, deep volume-limited luster survey power spetra, and supernovae
luminosity-distanes. The osmologial onstant model is blak, phantom energy violet, traking with w0 = −0.95 red,
traking with w0 = −1.0 green, and traking with w0 = −1.05 blue. The parameter symbols are as follow: wq is urrent dark
energy equation of state, Na is the number of expansion e-folds sine traking eased, s is the rate of hange of the dark
energy equation of state to its urrent value (
dw
dN
), c2S is the dark energy sound speed, and µRis the log of the radiation
domination dark energy density fration multiple.
As an example of the potential of alternate methods for exploring parameter spae, onsider Importane Sampling
algorithms. With Importane Sampling the points drawn from the proposal distribution in a single iteration are
statistially independent - meaning they may be omputed massively in parallel. In reent testing, with surplus time
on a retiring NCSA luster (200-600 Pentium IIIs used at a time), it was shown that rates in exess of 105 points per
day are possible. As a omparison, the WMAP CMB-only parameter extration was done with somewhat more than
30,000 Markov hain points [32℄. A Markov hain must proeed sequentially beause the oordinates of the next point
an not be determined until the likelihood of the urrent point has been omputed. A ontingeny set of points an be
simultaneously preomputed, but this is ineient: for n steps of preomputation 2 (2n − 1) points are omputed, n
are used and the rest disarded. With an Importane Sampling algorithm, massive numbers of heap, slow omputers
an be used for unlimited parallelism. Additionally, there is no orrelation length in the point sample. Depending on
the dimensionality and other fators, osmologial parameter estimation Markov hains typially need to be thinned
by a fator of order 100 to obtain a truly unorrelated sample of the underlying distribution - yielding 1% eieny.
Importane Sampling does not have this problem beause the entire sample is drawn from a distribution that does
not depend on any of the points in that sample. Further investigation may show that these features, oupled with
the availability of CPU time on heap and slow omputers, expedite the onvergene of the ARDA base distribution
and thus are signiant advantages of Importane Sampling over Markov hains. However, if no sampling algorithm
an be found that yields onvergene of the ARDA base distribution in a reasonable amount of time, additional
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observational data an be used along with the CMB to redue parameter degeneray and shrink ondene regions.
A disadvantage is that the additional prior may not be able to be removed (ie: deonvolved) while keeping good point
overage of parameter spae with a xed number of points (were this possible, one would not need the additional
prior). Initially this projet will primarily use standard dediated superomputer time. This may be supplemented
by CPU from otherwise idle workstations. A server-lient model is being developed that will allow a user to donate
their idle workstation CPU time to this projet by running the lient in the bakground - muh in the same way as
SETIHome works. Though it is not relied upon, there is a potential to tap a vast quantity of unused CPU time.
Suh a senario might not be feasible if the sampling algorithm is a Markov hain, however it would be ideally suited
to Importane Sampling.
A priniple onern with suh a large dimensionality of parameter spae is whether the sampling algorithm an
resolve degeneraies in the base distribution. There will be parameter spae degeneraies in the CMB - the onern
is that the degeneraies might not be found or suiently well sampled by the sampling algorithm due to them
having a large volume and ompliated struture. Note that a poorly onstrained but unorrelated parameter is
not a problem - this will simply result in the kernel size being large in this diretion, and resolution of the other
parameters will not be degraded. Clearly a denite answer to this degeneray issue requires knowing the nature and
extent of the parameter degeneraies - whih in turn requires that one has fully explored the likelihood funtion of
urrent CMB experiments in this parameter spae. Thus, at the beginning of the ARDA projet there is no denite
answer. However, one an pik physially distint parameters, hope that the degeneraies do not prove problemati,
and adjust one's strategy to ompensate if they do. One ould argue that fewer number of parameters would yield
more preditive power. However, if the parameter spae onsidered does not ontain the true model nor a signature
model, the joint analysis may never onverge to physially meaningful result. The additional preditive power is
then an illusion - in reality there is less preditive power. Furthermore, the goal is not to rule out or rule in a partiular
model, but rather to lay down a framework for looking for signatures of lasses of behavior (for example, the dark
energy traking the other omponents). Given that we do not know what the dark energy is, it would be unwise
to risk inorret assumptions impliit in the hoie of parameter spae that artiially prevent interesting behavior
from being sampled. For example, if one used a parameter spae limited to minimally oupled salar eld models
of dark energy, and the dark energy had some harateristis onsistent with this assumption (traking) and some
inonsistent with this (present equation of state < −1) one might falsely rule out the traking - and in the end be
entirely mislead in understanding the underlying physis.
Another key aspet of ARDA is its exibility: at a given moment a variety of dierent analysis proedures an be
performed (mixing dierent observational datasets, parameter restritions with various theoretial priors) and it an
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also evolve over time to adapt to hanges in our understanding of osmology and questions onerning the dark energy
(addition of new observational data, addition/removal of parameter spae dimensions, ontinually improving sampling,
et). The entire parameter spae need not be used in an analysis - one an instead operate on theoretially-onstrained
subsurfae. For example, a running tensor index will not be strongly onstrained alone. However, if one assumes a
theoretial framework that relates the running of the salar and tensor indexes, then one onstrains the analysis to
a sub-surfae of the full parameter spae. Though no points will likely reside exatly on this surfae, Kernel Density
Estimation gives a ontinuous, smooth, analyti funtional form for the likelihood funtion over the full spae. Every
sub-spae will therefore have an indued likelihood distribution on it. This indued likelihood distribution will be used
when theoretial priors or onstraints redue the dimensionality of the full parameter spae. If the indued Kernel
Density on a parameter subsurfae does not suiently sample the underlying distribution, the sampling algorithm
an be run on that subsurfae alone. Also, as observations improve and quantity and quality, more will be disovered
about the dark energy and the nature of the urrent questions will hange. Some parameters will be resolved to the
extent that they an be xed and their range removed from the analysis, while some new parameters will need to
be added. A new dimension an easily be added as a new Importane Sampling iteration begins by pung the
distribution into the new parameter dimension: one simply a-priori assigns a kernel size entered on the previous
assumed value of that parameter. Points in the following iterations will drift into the new diretion and inreasingly
reet the underlying distribution. In this way it is expeted that the ARDA system will never beome redundant -
instead ontinuing to be an invaluable tool into the indenite future.
The ARDA point dataset (parameter values plus osmologial result of eah point) will be made available to
the sienti ommunity. Ultimately this will develop into an analysis software tool that will allow the user to
selet an arbitrary set of experiments, and optionally a subsurfae of parameter spae. As new experiments are
onduted, the experimental groups will be enouraged to provide their results in a format suitable for inlusion
into this analysis tool and shared with the rest of the ommunity. For an experiment to be added, one only needs
a funtion to be provided that maps a point in osmologial parameter spae (possibly using the assoiated CMB,
power spetra, et) to an (unnormalized) likelihood for that experiment. The analysis software an be distributed, or
made available as a webpage. A working proof-of-onept prototype, The Cosmi Conordane Projet an be viewed
at http://galadriel.astro.uiu.edu/p/. The parameter spae point set is several Markov hains that were reated to
show how CMB data, with and without additional observational data and a theoretial BBN onstraint, an resolve
the primordial abundane of He4 [27℄. The parameter spae and available experiments are muh more limited than
ARDA, but this website demonstrates the working onept for what will be developed.
Additionally, a publi outreah omponent is planned as a front-end for the ARDA analysis webpage: a series of
webpages will at as a tutorial on osmologial parameter extration for the interested general publi. A visitor will
be able to read the tutorial to gain an understanding of osmology, the signiane of the osmologial parameters,
the osmologial experiments and the statistial methods used to extrat allowed ranges of the parameters. Finally
the visitor will be able to use the atual parameter extration website. This will eduate the general publi about
osmology and osmologial parameter extration, as well as build an appreiation for experiments and enourage
donation of CPU time.
V. THE EXPERIMENTAL COMPONENT: OBSERVATIONAL DATA MODULES
A key feature of ARDA will be that it will allow likelihood funtions to be determined for an arbitrary set of
experiments with little or insigniant re-omputational ost. In addition to performing parameter extration with
every available dataset, the user will be able to mix and math datasets. This is useful to determine the inuene of
real and hypothetial experiments, as well as measure tension between ompeting datasets. For example, apparent
inonsisteny between large vs small sales, or early vs late time data ould suggest that an assumption of sale/time
independene of a parameter is inorret. In suh a ase one ould attempt to relax the tension by introduing a new
parameter to desribe the sale/time variation. Suh tests are key to furthering our understanding of the dark setor,
and it must not be omputationally prohibitive to perform a wide variety of suh tests with dierent parameters and
parameter ombinations. In the ARDA system there will already be preomputed spetra and measured quantities
for eah parameter spae point. Thus when a dataset is applied most of the omputational work is already done.
The author envisions eah experimental dataset available in ARDA will be a module - at the ore will be a likelihood
funtional whih will take as input osmologial parameters and assoiated preomputed spetra, and as output
produe an unnormalized likelihood for that experiment. The ARDA user an make any hoie of whih experiment
modules to use for a given run. A working example of this modularity an been seen in CosmoMC [33℄ - it is distributed
with some experimental datasets inluded. The user an hoose any of these as additional weighting of the Markov
hain point likelihood. Initially the dataset modules will be reated by the ARDA maintainers, but eventually it is
hoped that the researh group running an experiment will provide them.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
ARDA will be an important framework for ombining all osmologial data to do the best possible job of parameter
extration - maximizing what experimental data an teah us about our Universe, the dark energy and the physis
underlying it. Also, the hypothetial datasets of a future experiment an be analyzed to determine how to maximize
it's impat in onjuntion with existing data. Parameter ondene regions an be determined for an arbitrary set
of observational datasets without signiant reomputation ost. If the orret model of dark energy is ontained
in the ARDA parameter spae, improved data will tighten the onordane region about it. Otherwise, as the data
improves signatures of the orret model will beome apparent - suh as tension between lasses of observations -
whih will diret us how to enlarge parameter spae to inlude the orret model. One possible sampling algorithm to
be used by ARDA, Importane Sampling/Kernel Density Estimation, may prove to possess signiant improvements
over traditional Markov hain algorithms in exibility, parallelism and eieny. ARDA will be eonomial (new
experiments an added with minimal omputational ost), general (experiments an be mixed and mathed in an
arbitrary manner), extensible (new points an be added indenitely), adaptable (new parameters an be added),
reduible (theoretial priors an be used to study parameter onstraints on lower dimensional subspaes) and the
parameter range is well motivated and physial (a wide range of osmologial models are allowed). There is no reason
for this analysis tool to ever beome obsolete - it an ontinue to be used indenitely, be adapted, and grow in
preditive power as eah new experiment is inorporated. The sienti ommunity an assist the development of
ARDA in two ways: by reating experiment modules, and by donating CPU from otherwise idle omputers. Interested
parties should email arda−devel @ isildur.astro.uiu.edu.
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